In this paper, we study the behaviour of "Gauss sums" (introduced in [Thl, Th2]) for function fields of one variable over finite fields. We will show (Section 1) that their prime factorization is analogous to the classical case for the rational function field (at least when the infinite place chosen is of degree not more than two) and is quite interesting, though different for higher genus fields. Classically, the factorization of Gauss sums for composite modulus into those for its prime power factors, gives control on their absolute values and is quite important in "the local constants decomposition." In our case, the situation is wildly different (Section 2). All these results should be seen in the light of various analogies established in [Th2].
by elements of L and by a symbol F, satisfying the commutation relation El= lqF, for all IE L. Then L{F} can be thought of as subring of End (K +) in an obvious fashion.
By a Drinfeld A-module D over L (in fact, of "rank one" and of "generic characteristic;" but we will drop these words), we will mean an injective and A, ~ #~, which is the n-torsion of the usual action T of Z on the multiplicative group Gin. Note that 0 is always a-torsion, just like 1 is always the nth root of 1. In fact, 2eA, is an analogue of both ~e/~n and 1-~. Let h denote the class number of K and 6 denote the degree of the place ~, so that h6 is the class number of A. Function Field Cyclotomic Theory [Ha2, Ha3] (1) Let H (notation HA or H e is also used) denote the maximal abelian unramified extension of K, where oo splits completely. This is an analogue of the Hilbert class field (see [Ro] for more on the notion). Its field of constants has degree 6 over Fq and [H: K] = h& The galois group GaI(H/K) is isomorphic to the class group of A. Let B be the integral closure of A in H. A prime P of A splits completely iff its ideal is principal.
EXAMPLES. (a)
(2) There are h(A)= h6 isomorphism classes of Drinfetd A-modules over g'. Each isomorphism class has a model over H and models in other isomorphism classes can be obtained as Gal(H/K) conjugates of such a model. (In fact H can be characterized as minimal or common field of definition.) Further, the model D can be chosen over B with the highest coeff• of Da, considered as a polynomial in F, a unit in B (i.e., "good reduction everywhere") (see [Ta] ). We will call such a model a normalized module.
(3) Let K~ (resp. k~) be the completion of K (resp. residue field) at and U1 be the group of one-units at ~. A choice of uniformizer t at ~, gives us a splitting of K* as k* • U1 • t z. In other words, z in K* can be written uniquely as z = sgn(z)x 2 x t", with sgn(z) 9 k*, ~? 9 U1, n 9 Z. This gives the homomorphism sgn: K* ko~. There are qa -1 such sgn functions, depending on the choice of t. For a 9 Gal(k~/Fq), tro sgn is called a twisted sign function and a Drinfeld module is called sgn-normalized if the highest coefficient of D is a twisting of sign. Any Drinfeld module is isomorphic to a sgn-normalized one, for a given sgn. Given sgn, let H1 be the field generated by coefficients of a sgn-normalized D. H~ is abelian of degree h6(q ~ -1)/(q -1) over K. HI/K is unramified except at ~, H~/H is totally ramified at ~. In particular, if ~ = 1, Hi = H. H 1 is the class field corresponding to K* • t z x U+, where t is a uniformizer at ~ with sgn(t) = 1 and U+ is the subgroup of the idele group consisting of those ideles with unit components at finite places and with the component at Go of sgn 1. In other words, a finite place v of K splits completely in H~ iff v corresponds to a principal ideal xA with sgn(x) 9 F*. Let B1 be the integral closure of A in HI.
(4) Given a Drinfeld A-module D over L and an ideal I of A, define D~ to be the unique monic generator of the principal left ideal in L{F} generated by Di, i 9 The/-torsion At is defined as At=: {u 6/~:
If I is a principal ideal iA, then D~ = Di/l, where l is the highest coefficient of O i. Note that D~ need not commute with Ds, so that, e.g., Dt need not take P-torsion to P-torsion. (7) In both (5) and (6), the primes of A other than P are unramified in the respective extensions and ramification index of ov is q -1 and q6 -1, respectively, with the decomposition and inertia groups the same.
Remarks. (I) Hence, one has a quite unified explicit cyclotomic theory for any K. Appearance of H in (1), (2) illustrates the analogy with the case of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by an imaginary quadratic field. But note that in the classical case, one need not have a model over the Hilbert class field with good reduction everywhere.
(II) One obtains the maximal abelian extension of K by adjoining a-torsion of a sgn-normalized D for all nonzero a in A, letting ~ (and with it A) also vary through all places of K.
(III) Iwasawa theory was based on the analogy with the constant field extensions ("cyclotomic') of K. In the cyclotomic theory described above, the Galois groups are much wilder than Zp. Even for geometric Zp extensions, the class number growths are different from their classical counterpart. Also the "Iwasawa theory" for these extensions is different. (See [GK] .) On the other hand, let A =Fq [T] , D defined by DT= T+F, P a prime of A of degree d, then by (6), (7) and the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem, the genus gn of K(Ap,) is asymptotically d(q d-1)nq dtn-~) as n tends to infinity (see [Hal, Thm. 4 .1]). Now, by the Riemann-hypothesis for function fields, the class number h,, is I]7=~ (1-xi), [~i] =w/q, so that (xflq + 1 )2g, ~> h~ >~ (x/q-1 )2g~ which implies that, if q > 4 (so that x~-1 > 1), log h, is of the order (in the sense that the ratio of the two sides is bounded between two positive constants) n(NP)", as n tends to infinity. It is not known whether the same estimate holds in the classical case. For the minus part of the class number such estimate holds in the classical case (see [Wa, Thin. 4.20] ) and also in function field case (if q >4), by similar considerations. But note that, in function field case, for q=2 the minus part of h, is just 1 and also that there is a difference between the notions of class numbers of fields and those of their "rings of integers." By the well-known analogy (see, e.g., Weil's "Basic number theory") between q2g 2 (where g is genus of the function field) and the discriminant, the order of log h,, described above is analogous to that predicted by the Braue~Siegel theorem, because the regulator of a field is 1 here. Remark. If one takes D to be just normalized rather than sgn-normalized, the same holds if one replaces H~ by H. One also sees that, if h = 6 = 1 then H = Hj --K and the situation is quite similar to the classical case and to the case considered in [-Th2].
GAUSS SUMS
Hence, the "norm" Ge=: 1-Ijmoddgqj I lies in BI (resp. B if D is normalized). In [-Th2, Thm. II] we saw that Ge=(--1)dp (analogue of g(z) g(Z)= Z(-1)q), when A = Fq IT], P is a monic prime and D is given by Dr= T+ F. In particular, this implies that all gj's lie above P in that case. We will see a different scenario in general.
Remark. Change of D to an isomorphic k ~Dk changes Gp to

Gp/klq ~)d, SO we assume without loss of generality that D is normalized or sgn-normalized. By Gal(H/K)-action one can move to different isomorphism classes.
First note that Eisenstein property ((5), (6) of Section 0) of De(u)/u at P implies that P divides G?.
EXAMPLES. (A)
If P is a prime of degree one, then using explicit principal ideal theorem of (4), Section 0, one easily sees that G?B = PB.
(B) Let q=2 and PeA be a prime of degree two. Let De=P+ PlF+ P2 F2 and Ae= {2i}. Then a direct calculation shows
Since P2 is a unit by our assumption, GeB=P1B. Example (b) in Section 0, with P = x, now shows that G? = x(x + 1), so we see that primes other than P can also enter into the factorizations of Gauss sums.
To study this phenomenon in detail, we first focus on the case h = 6 = 1, when the cyclotomic theory is the simplest and analogous to the classical case and to [Th2] .
Apart from infinitely many (one for each q) rational function fields, there are only seven other K's of class number one, as established in [-LMQ] . From the list given there, it is easy to check that h = 3 = 1 forces A to be one of the four cases in the theorem below. (These are Examples 11.3-11.6 of [Ha2-1).
THEOREM I. When h = 6 = 1, Ge is given by the .following recipe.
(1) ([Ha2, Example 11.3 (2). (4) (4) is of genus 2).
Ge = (-I)dp(p~) 2, where a is the order three automorphism of A given by a(x) = x+ 1, tr(y)= y and representative P is chosen as in
Proof When A has degree 2 element (x in our cases), one can obtain a simple expression for gq_ ~/gj as follows. Proof of (a). Pl divides x+O, hence P divides 1-I(x+0V). But this product being invariant by a2, p,2 also divides it. Count of degrees then shows that I-I(x+ OzJ)=PP '~2. Applying a to both sides we obtain (a). 
Proof of (b). (a) and the fact that P divides
Proof of(b).
In Case I, we saw (p~)2 divides nl. Similarly, it is easy to t7 3 cr see that Pl and p~3 divide no. p2 divides n I =n 1 + 1. Now P1 does not O" 0 -3 divide nl, hence p~3 does not divide nl and so P~ 4: PI ; so that we can still conclude N= p(p0-)2p0-3.
Remark. Results of Section 0, combined with the proof above, give factorizations of gj's. Now we will show that the factorization is analogous to the classical case and to [Th2] , if one takes K to be the rational function field, but with an infinite place of degree 2 (e.g., Section 0, Example (c) Proof By Riemann-Roch, one can choose x e A of degree 2 and y r A of degree 2 distinct from c~x +/3, for all ~, fl E Fq and ~ # 0. Let D be normalized, wDw ~ be sgn-normalized and c=:sgn(y)/sgn(x). Now clearly w(D~.-cDx)w ~ and hence D.,.-cDx is of degree less than 2 in F. Expanding DxD.,.=DyDx and using the fact that c is not in F* (by construction), one sees that in fact it is of degree one in F. Hence, Dy-cDx = (y-cx)+ tF, with nonzero t~ B (In Example (c) of Section 0, t = 1). Then as in [Th2, p. 107] , one sees that
Now t is irrelevant, since it can be changed, as we wish, by choosing suitable isomorphic model for D. The numerator is clearly divisible by a prime above P, so it is sufficient to show that the valuation of the numerator is -1 at one infinite place and is zero at the other infinite place. This is easily seen by expanding x and y with respect to local parameters at ~. This finishes the proof.
Open problems. It will be very interesting to know (1) whether similar behaviour holds for any infinite place of the rational function field (2) the effect of change of the infinite place on the behaviour of Gauss sums (3) the factorizations of gauss sums for general A. (One should note in this respect that elements with "stickelberger factorization" (for general K) were shown to exist by Tate and Deligne and were constructed explicitly by Hayes [Ha3] .) (4) whether they enter into the theory of L-functions developed by Goss.
Remarks.
(1) The proof of the analogue of the Hasse-Davenport theorem in [Th2, p. 111 ], being of formal combinatorial nature, applies in the general case without change. We note here that in g(a_, P'), in the statement of [Th2, Thm. VIII], _a should be replaced by _a' obtained from _a in obvious fashion by making the denominators qr,__ 1 using digit expansions.
(2) In I-Th2, Thin. VII, we have proved an analogue of the Gross Koblitz theorem, in case A--Fq [T] . It does not generalize in that form, since otherwise by results of I-Thl ] (see [Th3 ] ) on special values of P-adic gamma functions, the prime factors of Ge would have always been above P.
GAUSS SUMS FOR COMPOSITE MODULUS
We restrict to A =FqFT] and to D given by Dr= T+F for simplicity. One can define Gauss sums for composite modulus a, just as before by replacing P by a and using isomorphism ff : A/a ~ A u.
First, let P be a prime of degree d and let a = pn, n > 1. Cardinality of (A/a)* is qd(n-l)(qd 1). As q is a power of the characteristic, a multiplicative character X factors through (A/P)*. In this wierd additive decomposition, we loose control over the absolute values and even G's or g(x~)'s can become zero.
